
For more information, 
visit our website at

www.brotherwisegames.com/night-of-the-ninja

In In Night of the NinjaNight of the Ninja, your mission is to kill , your mission is to kill 
the members of a rival house before they the members of a rival house before they 
can kill you. The challenge, you don’t know can kill you. The challenge, you don’t know 
who’s friend or foe! who’s friend or foe! 

Each round you take a different role. Will Each round you take a different role. Will 
you be an insightful Spy or Mystic,  a game-you be an insightful Spy or Mystic,  a game-
changing Trickster, or a dealdy Assassin? To changing Trickster, or a dealdy Assassin? To 
win, you’ll have to deceive your opponents, win, you’ll have to deceive your opponents, 
figure out who can and can’t be trusted, and figure out who can and can’t be trusted, and 
fight for your house’s honor! fight for your house’s honor! 

Supporting up to Supporting up to eleven playerseleven players, Night of , Night of 
the Ninja is perfect for parties. Designed by the Ninja is perfect for parties. Designed by 
Justin Gary (Ascension, Shards of Infinity), Justin Gary (Ascension, Shards of Infinity), 
this is a competitive, fast-paced social this is a competitive, fast-paced social 
deduction game that anyone can learn in deduction game that anyone can learn in 
five minutes. Every card features papercraft five minutes. Every card features papercraft 
art, hand-cut and photographed to create a art, hand-cut and photographed to create a 
unique, evocative visual style.unique, evocative visual style.

The sun is setting.... Make your next game The sun is setting.... Make your next game 
night a Night of the Ninja!night a Night of the Ninja!

Product Code: BGM238
MSRP: $24.95
UPC: 856934004238
Contents: 33 Ninja cards, 11 House cards,  
11 player standees, 35 Honor tokens, rules
Box Size: 8.25” x 8.25” x 2”
B&M Street Date: September 23rd 2020 
(shipping in August)
*Box and card art not final.


